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Communication is getting faster than ever before and so the World is shrinking. Now we are 
joining together as a Global Family to build Global States of Peace. We all are coming to join 
this Global World from many different Backgrounds and Faiths, for which we need Global 
Counseling. Media must Play a Key-Role on joining Global Villages, without forcing anyone. 
Today if you think you are right and start applying forces, then perhaps this will lead to 
others if they get in power, then they start applying forces, that may make the Global Village 
like a Hell. Take a lessons from the Quraan (002:256) that there is no compulsion in religion.
          

Generally people learn from their parents and society or sect and he believes that, what he is 
doing is right. Because of these problems, he is so rigid and never ever thinks to change 
himself. We must all believe that after all I am a human and might do mistakes over 
mistakes. There could be three conditions. Either I don't know but you know, so I must ask 
you then, OR you don't know but I know, so you must ask me then, OR we both don't know 
but someone else know, so we must ask others who know. For every machine / program etc., 
we have manuals. Similarly God did not leave us without any manuals or guidance. Lets see 
what Allah says in Quraan about them. Let us Compare all Books.                 @GlobalRightPath
          

Role of United Nations, A Policeman or An Audience watching Free Style Wrestling between 
an Elephant and an Ant. United Nations must Balance Power among neighboring Countries. 
Also NO single country should ever allow to acquire tremendous power which will imbalance 
Global World. United Nations must have tools for checks and balances.
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